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I. ~atroduationt 

Apart from the episode of the mid-sixties, macroeconomic crises 

have not played a major part in India's economic development. A 

certain sort of stability had accompanied the lack-lustre growth 

of the economy. Through the Eighties ,  while many of the economies 

of the developing world were being forced into t h e  strait-jacket 

of adjustment programmes, India's policy makers actually availed 

of  the luxury of the most irresponsible kind of macro management. 

Predictably, this couldn't last long, and soon the economy was 

engulfed by a payments crisis. Since 1991 the Indian economy has 

beentreatedto atrue-blue conventional package of stabilisation 

measures, the contents of which are the focus t3 of this paper. This 

paper attempts to evaluate the success of the cu r r en t  programme. 

The task is dogged by two questions. The first is whether two 

years is long enough a period over which to assess n programme. 

The second is raised by a sense of the provisional nature of some 

crucial data, particularly with respect the balance of payments. 

My response to theme important quastions i~ that some sort of a 

'progress report* is required and that it is possible to provide 

one that conveys a reasonably correct picture of the  result so 

f a r  I attempt to do go here. Also, I deal exclu~ivePy w i t h  

stabillsation. Partly for focus, and in the belief that it is 

pos~ible, t o  a large extent, to consider the  effects o f  

etabilisntion independently. fn any case, as far as the Indian 

situation is concerned it la my appraisal that not a great deal 



of structural adjustment has occurred. 

 hi. paper is also concerned with a traditional pro- 

occupation of applied economists, That fs, establishing an 

economy's responae when shocked. Stabillsation programmes are 

historical instances when we get nearest to the lexogenous 

change' of economic theory.  heo ore tical macroaeonomic~ must 

remain one of  the most controversial1 areas in Econcrnics, and 

observing the economy's response to shocks is of ten  the only 

instrument in an applied economi~t's meagre bag of tools. B u t  I 

might add that two observations in a turbulent phase can be worth 

more than a regreqrion using fifty observations spread over a sea 

of tranquillity. It is in this reme that the current 

stabilisation programme in India presents a major research 

opportunity for macroeconomists! 

Traditionally, macroeconomic etabilisation programmes in an 

open economy have been* concerned with three  objective^.^ These 

are 

1. the control of inflation . 

2. the attainment of a eutainable current account deficit, and 

3 .  the reduction of the level of the external debt, 

A recent study by a diqtinguished player i n  these debates 
speaks of seven schools of macroeconomic thought1 See Phelps 
(1990). 

This is not just ah academlo issue. It is important that 
one assesses a stabiliaation programme on its own terms, or to 
be preci~e, In termo of the stated objectives of its votarie~. 
In t h i s  connection, It ir interesting to note that the objectives 
as etated above arm thome recognirsd by Hohuin Khan, currently 
the chief economist of the International Monetary Fund. See Khan 
(1987). 



However, more recently, the criterion that stabilisation 

programmes must be growth oriented has Been pr~posed,~ While St 

has not been made entirely clear what this entails precisely, it 

does seem reasonable to expect that stabklisatian pragrammes at 

l east  address the question of growth. Thus, it has increasingly 

come to be understood that a credible atabilisation programme 

must a i m  to create the conditiom for recovery and thus growth. 

Just as I have started w i t h  a statement of the objectives 

of stabilfeeation policy in general, I would do well to state the 

conventionally adopted instruments. These happen to be fiscal and 

monetary policy, and exchange-rate adjustment. Thus, for 

instance, for an economy undergoing high inf latf on and a current- 

account deficit the conventional recipe has been demand 

contraction via tight money and a restrictive fiscal-stance. 

Devaluation is added for good measure. These measures do have 

some sort of ~ n d e r p i ~ i n g  even though it may not be universally 

accepted, However, of late, we witness  the emergence of trade 

liberalisation as part of the package of measures for a balance- 

of-payments conatrained economy. Thi. l o  a measure of less 

theoretical distinction in that its role in stabiliaing the 

economy is not unambigiously a~tablished.~ Finally, I end with 

See Dornbusch (1990) . 
The point is that once the exchange rate is allowed to 

clear the currant account, trade liberalisation can only 
determine the extent of openness of the economy (crudely measured 
by the  share of imports in G D P ) ,  and not the extent of the  
imbalance between exports and imports (the current acccount) , On 
the other hand, "...trade reform also complicates the task of 
macreeconomic stabiliaati onw , See Rodrik (1992) and Mookherjee 
(5993) .  While the issue of the extent of openness of an economy 
is of the utmost importance, what is at stake here is the 
contribution of trade liberalfaation to macro-economic 



the observation that many of the instruments c i t e d  above are 

essentially in the  nature of targets themselves, for complete 

control in their use is not  a foregone conclusion, They are, 

then, the  'intermediate targetsJ of policy jargon. 

If. The obiectiven, the traditional instruments, and some 

p-all% in maaroeaonomia stabilisation: 

a. Reininwin the a ~ ~ r a u l  deficit: the twin defiaits aruument 

The idea that the fiscal deficit may be used as an instrument to 

tackle the current-account deficit has now reached centre stags 

of the  mainstream discussions on macro policy. It is not based 

on any behavioural model. Nor is it even an empirical regularity. 

It is based overwhelmingly on the U. S. experience of the  eighties 

when Supply-side Economics, rising defence outlays,  and 

restrictive monetary policy all together contributed to mounting 

i n t e r n a l  and external deficits. The origins of an all-too-neat 

story of the twin deficits are in the standard national-income 

identity expressing the equality between aggregate supply and 

aggregate demand in equilibrium. Recall that 

Y = C + T + G + X - M  

can be re-arranged, since Y = C + S + T, to yie ld  

(M-X) (I-S) f (G-T) . 
Certainly, thfa expression ruatains the interpretation, that the 

current-account deficit and the government def icit5 are linked 

Henceforth umed interchangeably with f i s c a l  def hitf . 
4 



so long as private-sector behaviour, reflected in the magnitude 

of the excess or shortfall of private investment over private 

~avings, remains constant. As with all identities, however, 

causality fs a different matter. 

Recently, ~e ldetain6 has raised some simple but fundamental 

questions about the efficacy of cutting the budget deficit in an 

attempt to reduce the current-account imbalance. Feldsteinfa 

contention ier that the crucial long-run macro-economic relation 

is that between saving and investment. Shifts in t h e  budget 

deficit may be interpreted as shifts in national aavfngs. Now 

therg: im no reason why the adjustment must be made via  changes 

in ne t  exports alone. Feldatein'a view is that it could equally 

ba made via changes in investment, On the question of the nature 

of the adjustment, in particular the extent of the improvement 

in the trade deficit, it l a  held that this must depend upon: 

1. the interest elasticity of invemtment, 

a .  the extent to which the exchange rate Its affected, 

3 .  the extent t o  which the trade daficit responds to the exchange 

rate. 

This alternative view of the cons~quancs of budget cuts can be 

seen from a re-arrangement of the original national-income 

identity t o  read: 

(S-D) - I + NX 
where (S-D) i r  national ravings, *S t  being the savings of the  

private rector and I D t  being the public deficit, I f ' ,  as before, 

is private investment, and \NX-ig net sxporte. Fekdstein also 

dtes the casar of economies as diverme as the U,K. and Mexico, 

See Feldstain (1992). 

5 



where success in reducing the budget deficit actually led to 

current-account deficits. 

3t has been suggested to me that the  proponents of budget- 

deficit reduction as-a-means-to reducing the external deficit 

might actually have a more sophisticated mechanism in mind. 

Specifically, it may be argued t h a t  budgetary deficits lead to 

inflation which contributes to exchange-rate overvaluation and 

a natural emergence of a current-account deficit. However, if the 

avoidance of over-valuation of the exchange rate is the issue, 

it can be taken care of by allowing the exchange rate to float 

freely. My reason for rejecting this version, however, is based 

on a belief that  the  said proponents actually have a more direct 

relat ion between the  two deficits in mind. This is apparent from 

the official diagnosis of the current situation in India. 

b. faflatio_ex 

conventionally, demand management is the prescription for 

inflation control. The f i s c a l  deficit is yet again the principal 

instrument it seems, though monetary policy ia considered to be 

an active ally to fiscal policy hers. Where inflation is an 

aggregate excess demand phenomenon, this is, of course, 

appropriate. Moreover, there is no denying the role of demand 

factors in most inflations. However, the widespread phenomenon 

of stagflation must raise the diatinct possibility of coat-push 

often being at work as part of the inflationary process. This 

' See wCorracting fiscal imbalancesw in *Ministry of 
Financer (f993), and also footnote 15. 



would immediately suggest the lack of efficacy of pure demand- 

based strategies, such as demand management. Non-linearities no 

doubt exist and there might thus come a stage when con t rac t ion  

has gone sufficiently far that even demand-management policies 

bagin to curb inflation.' Even though such a strategy might get 

to resemble Napoleon marching on, through the  icy Russian winter, 

only to f ind  Moscow burning1 I am, of course, referring to the 

concomitant output loss. Demand management that promises 

'disinflationf ( the  scaling down of prices, quantities unchanged) 

begs the question. 9 

a. ReaoverY: 

Wacroeconomic stabiliaation does not have much virtue by itself. 

It can only be a preamble to growth. The experience of many 

developing economies that were subjected to conventional 

macroeconomic strategies during the 1980s is that it is not  

automatic that these programnee lead to a resumption of growth, 

leave alone ensuring the transition to a higher growth path. Thus 

discussion has shifted to the policies that lead an economy from 

rtabilisation to growth. This has also been influenced by a 

development in economic theory. The short-run focus of 

macroeconomic policy has for too long been considered to be a 

legitimate de-limitation. This was so perhaps because 

macroeconomic theory itself was conaidered to be concerned 

For the price of' raw materials may be expected to be 
related to activity, and wageer must &gin to respond to the  level 
of unemployment, 

On the  entire set  of queationa related to the  role of 
demand management in inflation control ,  and i n  macroeconomic 
atabilisation more generally. see Taylor (1990). 



with the short run. It was a theory of employment. A separate 

theory, \growthf, dealt  with the long term. It took the  

recognition of the importance of 'hysteresis' to blur the 

distinction between the short and the long-run with respect to 

economic activity. Hysteresis is the property of dynantical 

syatems that the stationary equilibrium is a function of the 

initial conditions and/or the trajectory to the  steady atate. 

Now, traditional macro-policy that focuses on the short-run could 

actually end up short-termist, A prime example comes from the 

theory of employment where it has been argued that government 

policy can actually sh i f t  the 'natural rate'. Closer to the  

concerns of this paper, consider the possibility that dealing 

with an allegedly \overheatedf economy might actually affect its 

long-term trajectory, I. e. , growth. It has always been recognised 
that conventionalprogrammea for the stabiliaation of an economy 

can be damaging to growth. This has been the experience of many 

developing economleer in particular. It has by now been ident if led 

that this occurs via contraction of investment, particularly 

private investment. Investment is directly influenced as an 

outcome of the stabilisation policy and indirectly due to t h e  

incentive structure that comes into the picture by the very 

adoption of a stabilisation programme. Let u s  take a look at the  

direct effects first. 

i . a  -nd ~lggaaemmnt and mrivate invastmeat: 

Contraction has been the \sine qua nonF of demand management 

during a conventionnl stabillsation programme. T h i s  can affect 

investment, Efforts t o  raduaa absorption inevitably reduces 



output. If t h e  accelerator mechanism prevails, and it does, 

widely, investment must decline. Any initial downturn in output 

could also affect investment via expectations, of recovery. 

Investment is put off until the recovery arrives. T h i s  is often 

especially so in projects w i t h  a short gestation. And it can only 

delay the recovery further. 

As to why demand management affeats output, consider t h e  

manner in which the principal instruments work. First, monetary 

policy is considered to affect aggregate dmmand via investment, 

either through interest-rate policy or by credit ratidninglO. 
t, 

Secondly, where 'crowding in' rather than 'crowding out' 

characterises the relation between public and private investment, 

the fiscal deficit, which would determine the extent of capital 

spending by government, would have a direct bearing on private 

investment. Now, when demand management is intended to be 

deflationary and fiscal and monetary policy is geared towards 

this objective it can direatly reduce private investment and thus 

output. Sarven and lolimanoll cite studies that point to a 

complementarity between private and public investment in 

developing economies. ~eilbronarl~ points  to work on the U. S . 
l O ~ h e  f irst ,  of course, assumes that investment is interest 

elamtic. That credit rationing is likely to curtail output in 
general, and investment in particular, is not  controversial. 
Those interemted in the development of mcraeconomics would 
notice the model of monetary policy that underlies this account.. 
From Khan, op.cit., it appears that this is the  way that 
contemporary poucy-makers think. It differs from the  classic 
statement of Friedman (1968) which ham monetary policy affecting 
output only via its influence on the labour-supply decision. 

''See Solfmano and Served (1993) . 
.+ . 

l2 See Heilbroner (1992). 



economy that reveals much higher multiplier effects of public 

over private investment. This has a bearing on the practice of 

cutting public expenditure to contain the fiscal deficit. The 

political economy of expenditure cute in the face of resistance 

from interest groups often implies that it is the public 

investment programme that is the first to go. This, of course, 

is no longer pure Economics. 

i,b g 9 & u c f a a  - and mrivato fnvmatm matt 

The argument that the exchange rate policy aecompanyfng 

conventionalstabilisation programmes could be harmful to private 

investment is based on the assumption that devaluation occurs. 

If it does, goes the argument, then investment is affected in two 

w a y i .  First, via the cost of imported capital  goods, which rises. 

Secondly, via the contractionary impact of devaluation an 

aggregate demand and thug on investment via the mechanisms 

outlined in section i.a. As for the first, the impact of 

devaluation is no different from the impact of higher prices of 

capi ta l   good^, and there is no evidence that investment is 

determined by the price of investment goods \per sef . As for the 

second channel, it irs more likely than not that the 

contractionary effects of devaluation can be exaggerated in the 

Indian caee where the trade sector is lee6 than ten percent of 

the economy, and where too  imported consumption goods do not 

enter the wage basket  on a scale that they do even in ather 

developing economies, euch as in L a t i n  America, Theae 

observations are important because the envisaged route to 

contraction following from devaluation is via a decline in the 

real wage. 



Recently, there has been some interesting work on the behaviour 

of investment during etabflisatfonprog?ramms. ~ o s t  contributions 

play on the old idea of inveetment h i n g  an:irreversibla decision 

having to be taken In an uncertain bnvironment. In fact, the 

importance of uncertainty flows direct3y frpmtheirreversibility 

of the investment exgenditure, . taking bn the form of sunk 

coste.13 ~t is pointed out that +he :opportunity + coat of 

inveathent 5 8  the %ption to waftm, 

It is argued that the unaertainty involved makes the  

 macroeconomic environment' to be as important as tax incentives 

or the interart rate in determining isvestment. The literature, 

however, is somewhat silent on what, is meant by 'the 

macroeconomic environment#. even though inflation ie cited.  A 

related argument atressee tho relationship butween *cradibility~ 

of government, policy a- the fncentiv* structure faced by fins. 

The argument is made mor&atrongly in the 4nstance of structural 

reforms, but it does hold for etabiliaatlon programmes too. Quite 
.'- a P C* I # 

oimply, if the private aector f i n d s  the governmentps stated 

intentions (either to kf6m or t o  stabi1i.e the economy) less 

than crsdibld it i~ likely t o  postpone investment decisions. The 

irrevarsfble nature of investment decisions makes for the 

possibility of an irxevaznibls miatnkc. F ina l ly ,  an aspect that 

haa a bearing on the incentive structure faced by potential 

fnveator~ is not rslnted to either gtabilisation policies or to 

otructural reforms but to a characteristic of most economies that 



undertake either. This is debt overhang. The repayment of debt 

involves transfer to the country's creditors which leads to 

expectations cf large swings in taxes or in aggregate demand in 

the future. Essentially, the repayment of debt ie equivalent to 

a tax on income6 in the future, and is believed to act as a 

dampener on private investment* 

While the Incidence of each of the above mechanisms is hard 

to establish, the queation of the behaviour of investment in 

general and of private investment in particular has been entirely 

ignored in aasessmenta of the progress of the current 

stabiliaation prograbme in ~ n d i a .  To the extent that capital 

formation is vital to growth t h i e  Is a major oversight. 

Proponents of the conventional package will argue that 

stabilisation of the economy will bring about an increase in 

investment by itself. It is the existenae of such an automatic 

mechanism in that i~ in question. 

rrr. IbPgroo~oaorrio rtab&th.~edilra, 1991-93 x 

Perhaps the most concerted attempt ever to stabilise the  Indian 

economy was launched in July 1991 when Mr. Manmohan Singh 

pre~ented his first mion Budget. It cannot be established that 

two yearm is a sufficiently long period over which a major 

stabi lisation programme may be assessed. l4   ow ever , it certainly 

1 4 A  reading of the Finance ninlaterf8 npeech to parliament 
on the occasion of the presentation o f  the Buaget for 1993-94 
suggests that he holds the view that the economy has actually 
been stabiliaed. 



is not too early to,take a look at how the economy is responding. 

I: shall aemme15 that $fiscal correctioni has been the lodestar 

of the stabillsation programme. And I shall look at three 

aspects, its auccass with respect to inflation and the external 

position, and the  extent to which we can say that the  conditions 

for growth are now in plaoc. 

SI 

In Tabla 1 are presented figures ref letting the fiscal stance and 

the behaviour of prices ,and output in the year preceding the 

launch of the atabilisation programme and in the  two years since. 

The movemeht in the fiscal deficit and the inflation rate is not 

always in the direction predicted by the theory of in f l a t i on  

control by demand management. :For instance, in the first year of 

the stnbilisation programme, 1991-92, the inflation rate 

accelerates, despite a slash in the fiscal deficit. For the 

aubaequent year though, the demand-laanagemant  tory means to come 

into itm own. We get a little more bandle on the explanation, 
P 

however, if we look at .the performance of the agrioultural 

se&ox, Now note that the fluctuations in the rate of change o f  

the price of foodgrains are entirely correlated with the 

inflation rate, aa they should be, i f  only for the season that 

agricultural prices account for a large weight in the index of 
I' 

general prices, However, these correlations actually signal a 

l5 a macroeconomic level, fiscal def ieits inevitably 
spill i n t o  balanca of payments problems and create inflationary 
prammure8 in the clcon~my*~~ lEconomic Survey 1990-91t, p. 99, New 
Delhi: Ministry o f  Finance, Government o f  India. 



complete story of the decline in the Inflation rate and the  

manner in which the programme of fiscal contraction has worked 

its way through- This is apelt  out below. 

TABLE 1: The fiscal stance and the behaviour of prices & output 

~otos and Bnucee: Fiscal ~eiicit (as percent of GDP) is from 

the *Economic Survey 1992-93' ; Qutput figures are annual rates 

of growth; Foodgrains output~fqr '92-93 is t ha t  anticipated- 

\~wnoslic Survey'; Manufacturing output for 1992-93 alone is 

Year 

. 

the rats of gkwuth for tha f i r a t  eleven months over the same 

Fiscal 

Deficit 

period of the previous year (calculated from data in utAnnual 

OUTPUT: 

indicatoran, * a I E f ,  May 1993),  figurea for other years from 

Manufac- 

turing 

PRICES: 

'Economic S w a y r ;  Prices refer t o  the annual changes i n  the 

Foodgrain Foodgrain 

wholeaale price indax - eraloulatmd from \RBI Bulletinf, 

General 

September 1992 and nAnnual Indicatorsw, V 3 ¶ I E r ,  May 1993. 

The inflation rate followa c l o ~ e l y  upon the Behaviour of 

agricultural prices, which follows the performance of 



agricultural production, This i. so because despite the very 

considerable likely influence of government operations, both in 

the nature of price impport and of quantitative intervention, it 

ie supply shocks that drivel6 the change in the price of 

foodgrains in the fndian economy. The deflationary stance may 

have contributed indirectly, if at a l l ,  by slowing down activity 

in the non-agricultural sector of the economy. Slower growth of 

the latter could affect inflation directly by lowering demand for 

agriculturalgoods. But even this indirect  role  of stabilisation 

poiicy may have been very small indeed, for the growth of 

manufacturing appears more closely related to agricultural 

(fdodgrains) growth than it is to t h m  fiscal deficit. T h i ~  i~ 

indieatad by the turnaround in manufacturing growth in. 1992-93 

despite the continuing 

performance reverses itself ~onaiderably in this year. 17 . 

1 ma with two observations, The only challenge to the story 

that inflation fe determined by fluotuations in agricultural 

production comes from the widely n o t 4  reeult from estimation of 

foodqrains-price equations for India that it is lagged rather 

than current that price. this entirely 

so, the explanation of fluctuations in the inflation rate that 

I provide above' &not hold. It  IS my view that as w i t h  a l l  
I. ' 

eoonemetri~ erfdenoe this one too requires acyutiny. To an 

I6seet the econ~metrio amtimatem of foodgrain price (change) 
equations in Ealakrishnan (1991), 

''The picture emerge. olearly frbm Table 1. 

I8see Balakrishnan, op.cit., and Pandit (1978). Pandit uses 
the simple average of current and lagged annual production. 



extent, the result could be due purely to accounting practices, 

in that some part of an (agricultural) year's output reaches the 

market only in the next financial year. The very highly 

aggregative ( a l l  crop) mdels and low frequency (annual) data 

used are a part of the explanation too. Upon reflection it is 

unlikely that any year's agricultural output can have no effect 

on prices in the same year, Certainly, there I s  one piece of 

evidence that suggests that the positive agricultural. aupply- 

shock of 1992-93 might have somathing to do with the  reduction 

in the inflation rate in that  year, This is that seasonality 

implies that in every year the rate of change of prices is lowest 

in September, when the firat harvest in the year takes place, and 

the kharif marketing-season commences. In September 1992, the 

price of foodgrains actually fell ,  giving.a negative inflation 

rate. It continued to fall, or remained stationary, for seven 

successive monthsma9The kharif hamest  of 1992 bas higher than 

that of the previous year by 7 .2  percent. 20  8Supply-side 

serendipityf aeemr to me about the r ight  way to eharacterise the  

role of the policy maker in the  reduction of  the inflation 

rate.l1 In fact, that a sustained reduction o f  the fiscal 

Since information on this is so easily had, I do not 
present it in the text. 

20\Annual Indicatorst, Way 1993, Bombay: CMIE. 

*lWhat about a possible rola for a stabilising government 
via i t m  influence on expectations? Thia is much emphasised by 
those adhering to the tenets of the 'rational expectations' 
approach. It is not implausible, but it needs to be established 
in term of an explicit model of expeetationo formation. Resorted 
to very often in explanations of mconomic phenomena, the  
referenee to Imhifts in expeotationul can be no mare than a 
fudge, A t  another levalmy judgement I 8  influencad by the belief 
that the role af mxpectationr in the inflationary process in the 



d e f i c i t  could bring about a l e s ~  than twenty-five percent 

reduction in the inflation rate despite a quite considerable 

windfall (in the form of improved agricultural performance) on 

the supply-side while industrial activity was slack for the 

second year running22 .peaks poorly for the efficacy of demand 

management in inflation control. obvfously engineering n 

rece~sion can help only thus far. The role of procurement-price 

hikes ie a l l  too apparent.23 Finally, note that M e  explanation 

of the course of inflation 'over the two years here 

diverges from tha t  given by both the votaries and the critics of  

the Finance ~fnister. The 'former admit of no chink 'in the ahour 

af 'fiscal correctionf, evidenced by the lack  of a correlation 

-tween the fiscal deficit and the Inflation rate in the first 

year of the stabilisation programme, taking recourse to the 

argument that the inflation rate in 1991-92 would only be 

expected to be higher mince some key administered pekes were 

rai~ed (or rose upon de-control} arn part of the reform proceera. 

~asing themselves upon a ~imilar view of the determinants of 

inflation in the year 1991-92 the critics argue that the 

submequent decline in inflation im essentially an \artifactf 

reflecting only the artff fe ia l  high engineered in that year. The 

Indian economy f s  not a major one (at least thus far), 
Intersrtingly, t h i ~  appears to be a 'view. shared by a leading 
contemporary policy-maker! See the interview with  Mr. S. Acharya, 
Chief Economic Advieer to the government of India, in 'Economic 
Times8, Bombay, 20 July 1993. 

22 See Table 3 .  

2 3 ~  d i c l c u ~ ~ i o n  of the likely role of procurement prices in 
the inflationary process in Xndia appearm in Balakrishnan, 
op-eit. For a clear statement the limited poaeibilitltee for macro 
policy in the face of price 'ehoekur see Gramlich ( 1 9 7 9 ) .  



Figure 1 

Month to Month Variation (Apr'91 -Mar193) 

- WPI + PRIM.ART -+- FUEL 



point is that the rise in the relative price of agricultural 

goods (foodgrains) , evident frm the  figures in Table 1, puts 

paid to the argument that the principal cause of the higher 

in f la t ion  rate in 1991-92 is due to the hike in administered 

prices. 

The figures on inflation presented in Table 1 are annual 

averages.24 In an effort to get closer to the path of inflation, 

and what I consider are its principal determinants, f look at the 

monthly rates of change on inflation and some crucial price 

aggregates. These are plotted in Figure 1, and demonstrate the 

applicability of the explanation of inflation that I have 

provided. Notice that it is incontrovertible that it im the 

slowing down of the growth of agricultural prfces that has 

brought the inflation rate d m  over the 21 months since July 

1991, Naturally the decline in the price of 'primary articlesf 

is greater than that of the inflation rate. T h i s  must be so. 

F i r s t ,  'primary articlesr account for only about a-third of the 

\generalR ( a l l  carmpdlitira) price index used to measure 

inflation. Seoondly, the index of the price of 'fuels' has 

fluctuated some. 

a .  Th.-a 

Even before taking a lwk at somi of the performance indicatorm 

for the external sector of the economy it pays to recall that it 

was the veryprecariowneee of InBia'a external payments porition 

in mid-1991 that was evoked to rat iona lhe  the ~tnbili~ation 

24 See notes to Table 1, 



programme that followed. Naturally, therefore, it would be w i t h  

respect to the external sector that one would most seek resulta. 

TABLE 2: Transactions on external account 

Notes: + estimated; --- not yet available; the external debt 

figurea for 1992-93 is that  outstanding in September 1992, in 

other year8 it ie that outetanding at the end of  every March. 

Sources: 'External debt' from qEconoai~ Survey 1992-93#, 

MoF; 'Debt-service ratio' from 'World Debt Tablea', The World 

Bank; rest frm \Minimtry of Financer, (1993). 



Two observations come to m i n d  from a viewing of the data related 

t o  transactions on external account over the period 1991-92 to 

1992-93 that are presented in Table 2 .  F i r s t ,  there has been no 

very grea t  improvement in the payments position over the period 

as a whole. Pieaaured as a percentage of the GDP, the (estimated) 

current-account deficit is only a little lower at the end of 

1992-93 than it was in 1990-91, the year preceding the 

stabklisation. It is not as if there is much of a difference in 
'* 

the manner in which the trade deffcit has mqved either. Read in 

eonjunction w i t h  the information in Table 1 we are able to gather 

that the continuing fiscal conktaction U s  not been, able to make 

much of a difference to the  external deficit. Neither has the  

nominal daviluation of ~ & e  1991. The considerable improvement 

in both the trade balance and the current-account balance during 

.. the year 1991-92 should actually be seen in perspective. Thia 

improvement was brought a b u t  by the severe import compression 

put into effect by the Reaeme Sank of India independently of the 

stabilisation program,  ,and even prior to its launching. The . 

results of th8;import eomp3eraion may be Been in t h e  dec l ine  in 

the rate of' growth of imports in 3991-92, and the consequent 

contraction in industrial productian in the same year. The import 

oompreseion was lifted only after the remrmec pocrition improved 

towards the end of 1991-92, partly due to borrowing from the 

international financial ageneiea. rmportsl aoared in 1992-93 

despf te the continuing ratduction of the f i s c a l  drf  l c i t ,  pointing 

to the relative efficacy o f  import comp~~maion versum aggregate- 

demand ccntraef ion in the short-run+: . In this year, the trade 

deficit doubled and industrial production improved. The exact 



role of import compres~ion in having improved the trade account 

in 1991-92 ie difficult to establish. This is so because the 

period of the stabillsation programme has witnessed considerable 

fluctuation in agricultural production (Table I), and we know 

that agricultural  fluctuation^ influence industrial growth rater 

directly. Xn an economy where imports are in the nature of 

capital goods and intermediates, they are bound to be affected 

directly by the rate of growth of domestic .industrial production. 

However, it is the very great fluctuation in the growth of 

i m p o r t s   a able 2) over the past t~o~years that would lead one to 

believe: that import compression has had an independent influence. 

That the policy approach to the current-account imbalance is less 

than in control is indicatbd by the trends in the components of 

merchandime trada over the perid we are looking at. Note that 

while therr is at i e a ~ t  a slight reduation in the growth of 

imports by 1992-93, export growth continues to be well below what 

it was before tho programma had started.25 

My intention here, as throughout t h i ~  study, is two folcl. 

One fs to t ry  and understand the working of ~nacrosconornic policy 

and the other is to evaluate the progress of the current 

stabillsation pragr&me. Starting with the question of the 

guccesr of p01iuy.0~1 the external front, the review can hardly 

be favourable, Xt can, of.course, be argued that lnacroeconomio 

stabilieation i m  Iesm concerned w i t h  magnitudes than it'.is w i t h  

2 5 ~ h e  quite remarkable performance of exports in the first 
two months of 1993-94 must be noted, In fact, w i t h  the decline 
in the growth of Imports the trade balance in these months is 
almost positive. See the reportage of the provlaional eotimatera 
of the  trade figures by the Commerce Ministry in the  lEconomic 
Timer ' , Bombay, 14 July 1993, The interesting queation is whether 
this repreeents a turnround in the economy's b .0 .p .  position. 



the \suatainabilfty' of a certain payments posit ion.  This is an 

argument that can be heard quite often. However, apart from the 

lack of economic content to this concept, in my view, t h i s  is a 

somewhat 'short tarmist' approach. In the s e n s e  that, 

technically, austainability can be ensured via capital inflows. 

Ultimately, re-payments or outflows must be met in hard currency. 

This can come about only via secular improvements in the trade 

balance. In the absence of a 'portmanteau' indicator of the  state 

of the external sector of the Indian economy I shall point to 

two, namely, the level of external debt outstanding and the debt- 

service to exparts ratio. The firat ia a clearly defined target 

of stabillsation policy and the second captures, in a summary 

way, the economy~s capacity to repay and/or the burden of (its) 

debt. Notice, from Table' 2 ,  that the level of international debt 

outsitanding is actually growing, though at a slower rate. Hot 

surpriringly, the lack-lustre export performance  ha^ meant that 

the debt-service (to exports) ratio too has grown26 eince the 

beginning of the' stabillsation programme, indicating that the 

economy9a capacity to repay is weakening. It is th ia  continued 

dependence on external borrowing in the absence of a well-defined 

strategy for repayment that constitutes the principal weakness 

of the current programme. 

Two years into the macroaconomic stabilisation programme 

India's external payments position continues to remain 

vulnerable. Hy own view is that  the package of measures 

the extent that ~ndia is now to ba te- a \eeverely 
indebted' economy by the World Bank's classification. See any 
recent isslue of tho \World Debt Tableer. The figuxrsi for the  year 
1992-93 are not yet available. 



associated with a conventional stabilisation programme is 

hopelessly ill-equipped to deal w i t h  the current balance-of- 

payments situation in India. An economy starting out w i t h  a 

sizeable foreign debt, and contracting more to s t i c k  to its re- 

payment schedule, can expect t o  be able to free itself of debt 

only if it significantly steps up the rate of growth of its 

exports. It is quite obvious that fiscal correction by itself 

cannot achieve a i m .  Demand eontraction should lower imports for 

any economy w i t h  a standard import-demand function. Exports 

however would require a meparate instrument. Recently, Panagariya 

hag given UEI an account of the trade regime underlying China's 

miraculous export performance i n  the eighties. It is instructive 

to note h i s  views: ",. .a key objective of China's trade policy 

reform has been export expamion. Several epecific policies have 

been adopted 50 achieve this objective. These include 

geographimltargeting, sectoral targeting, direct export rights, 

foreign exchange retention rights, and export quotas. Policy 

initiatives at the local level also influence e~~orte.~~' The 

upshot of a11 this is that a faster rate of growth of exports 

requires the policy maker to get the right incentive-structure 

into plaoe. Of course, the challenge, aa always, is to enaure 

that intervention is not disrlpated by rent-seeking activity. 

Since thia paper is concerned w i t h  policy we might question 

the  axcenrive iraportance given tothe ~macro~conomie environmentp 

in conventional mtabilisation-poliey packages and, increasingly, 

in contamporary aeeenamants o f  the haalth of the Indian economy, 

The relationehip betwean the \fundamentul8f and export growth is 
-. - 

27 see Panagariya (1993). 



not at all obvious. Perh;$s even it is exaggerated. It is 

certainly one of the readit, fa of the career of the stabilisation 

programme in IndiamZ6 Y~r*.?essful export growth is likely to 

require a whole gamut of ,-2erventions under the name of 'export 

promotioni. This only stands to reason. Recall the  well-known 

rule of economic polf .y, due to Tinbergen, that you need as many 

instruments as there are targets. We now see the  inadequacy of 

the strategy -?* led \fiscal correctiont. It can lower imports, 

L ~ R  conkrac~ion of the economy, but it has nothing in it to deal 

with exports, On the whole it is a blunt instrument given the 

task. 

3, The 00~4ftion~ f o r  ~ ~ U O V C ~ X  

It is indeed difficult to establish whether a particular 

programme of- stabilisation has succeeded with respect to the  

creation of the conditions for recovery. A t  least partly because 

we can never be fully certain of what these comlitions are 

precisely. A rough-and-ready procedure might be to track'the 

behaviour of inveetment and the other is to look for evidence of 

growth. 

The considerable lag in the availability of data on 

investment implies that we cannot really pursue the  former. 

However, I wieh to point out that the 24 .1  percent decline2g In 

28 It might he inmtructiva to look at views on the 
.xp%rience of South Korea. Collina has argued, in reegonse t b  
Dervis and Petri, that even if it i a  the ease that macro- 
management ham been mound in Korma, it l a  aggreneive micro-level 
interventions that made the differenmi. I 

29 From quick estimates of national income for 1991-92 by 
the 1280, re-produced by the Centre for Monitoring the Indian 
Economy, Bombay, January 1993. 



investment in the manufacturing sector of the economy for the  

year 1991-92, the first year of the programme, conforms to the  

pattern asgodated with conventional stabilisation programes. 

TABLE 3:  Activity 

3rd Quarter 

N o t e s :  The index of output in manufacturing base 1980-81=100. 

Figures entered for the 4 t h  quarter of 1992-93 are those 

registered in January and February, respectively. The figure 

for March fs yet t o  be announced. Source: Figures for 1992-93 

from 'Annual Indicators', ~Q(IE~, Bombay. The rest from 'RBI 

Bulletin', October 1992. 

We are better placed to oonsider the question of recovery. In 

Table 3 are preeented quarterly index numbers of industrial 

production (manufacturing). Hanufacturing is selected in the 

belief that It is In manufacturing that production is most 

responsive to the policy environment. Now note that, quarter- 

wise, performance duri,ng 1992-93 doem not vector-dominate 



performance during 1990-91. This arises from the poor 

performance in the l a s t  quarter of 1992-93. Of course, even if 

the last quarter is ignored 1992-93 does not turn in a very 

greatly improved performance over 1990-91. Growth is yet  to 

resume, let alone w i t h  vigour. 

TO the extent that the current ~ h b i l i ~ a t i o n  programme has plae& 

centre-&age the reduction of the fiscal deficit it has 

progrlsssecl mteadily. However, itrs achievemants to date are not 

impressive. me inflation rate has been lowered, but its 

trajectory has been guided almost entirely by agricultural 

production. The latter takee the form of an exogenous event for 

which the package of measures that make up the stabilisation 

programme can take little credit. It must be acknowledged though 

that there has not been an acceleration of the inflation rate as 

was witnessed in the case of Latin Amrican soonomiea undergoing 

stabilieation programmes and structural reform. Thus generalimed 

oppoeition, in mid-1991, to any 'kind of reform of the Indian 

economic mystem on the grounds that it will lead to acce.leratlng 

inflation seems mieplaeed. A r  regard8 the axtarnal sector, the 

stabiliaat4011 programme bas very little to show indeed. Hot only 

is the level of external debt outstanding actually higher, the 

alm of 'exports has meant that the eoonomy"s capacity to 

repay ir not growing, Xn fact, the debt-sawice ratio registered 

at the laet count suggests that this aapaofty might actually have 

3 0 ~ o r  a sceptical apgraieal o f  the proerpects at the  out&& 
of the programme ese Rakshit (1991). 
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declined. This is not encouraging. Finally, while there is no 

definite metho8 of establishing whether the conditions for 

recovery have been created, judging from the performance of the 

manufacturing sector it Beems l ikely  that growth w i l l  be slow in 

coming. I would hope to have pointed out that the  stabilisation 

programme in India is one target too  short. Essentially there is 

no concern w i t h  the level of activity, 31 

I would also have hoped to demonstrate a more general point; 

that the macro-economic environment, and thus macroeconomic 

policy, has a limited role. Policy regimes are enablinq, rather 

than causative.  his is an important point to bear in mind. 

Protagonists of the 'markets versus controls' debate tend to 

overlook this, often rendering it sterile. A t  the present stage 

of the Indian economy, the questions of the engine of growth and 

of the  means to be adopted in transforming its status from that 

of a poor trader on international lnarkete remain to be addressed. 

That I have questioned the rationale of the stabiliaation 

programme currently on and hulked at claims of an unalloyed 

succesa thus far do not in any way detract from t h e  powerful 

arguments for refarm in India or for the importance of trade for 

India's economio development. These are separate issues, 

31~hoso interested in the history of the theory of economic 
policy will recall that in the classic analysis of options for 
a balance-of-payments constrained economy by Meade (1951) tho 
prescription for curing the trade deficit was a reduction of 
iabsorption' or aggregate demand. However, sfmultaneoue 
devaluation of the currency was reuommrndsd to ~iwitch denand 
towardu domsstio prductf  on 80 that domestic activity  leveLn are 
maintained. O f  aouree, we now know that under certain cosrditiona 
devaluation might be oontractionary, The point though is to note 
the concern for output 108s. No ruch recognition informs the 
current programme in India, 
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